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TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION OF NPP PERSONNEL IN ROMANIA

1. ROMANIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM STATUS

1.1. Nuclear power program - present / actual ;

No power reactor in operation

1.2. Nuclear power program - future :

CernavodS Nuclear Power Project comprises five (5)
Nuclear Power Units with a Net Output of 633 MWe each,located
in SE of Romania, on Danube River,close to Cernavoda town (see
figures 1, 2 and 3 )

Each Unit is based on the standard CANDU 600 design,
which is similar to the Nuclear Power Plants Gentilly II and
Point Lepreau in Canada, Weisung II in South Korea and Embalse
in Argentina. Since each unit is essentially a "stand alone"
CANDU 600, the units can be operated in an autonomous way.

Type of reactor : CANDU-600 ( natural uranium , heavy
water as moderator, heavy water under pressure as cooling agent,
380 horizontal fuel chanels ) ; see figure 4.

A further advantage of the standardization is that the
procedures used at the others CANDU plants are generally directly
aplicabile to CernavodS NPP. Agreement has been reached with the
Point Lepreau organization to use their document as the basis for
Cernavoda documents.

The standardization also provides the sourse for transfer
of operating experience.

Estimated data for commercial operation:
* Unit 1 - 1995, June
* Unit 2 - 1998,
* Units 3,4,5 - after 2000 ( at the present time, the

construction work for these units con-
sists mainly in the preservation )

Romanian nuclear development program is complemented with
a nuclear fuel manufacturing plant, heavy water production plant
and major organizations for engineering , manufacturing and
erection for systems and components.

2. Project organization

The Station is the property of the Romanian Gvoernment
and the Romanian Electricity Autohrity / Regia Autonom« Nationals
de Electricitate ( RENEL ) is the state organization responsible
for its construction and operation.

The organizational chart of RENEL is shown in figure 5.
Nulear Power Group ( GEN ) is the department of RENEL

in charge with nuclear program development.
The organizational chart of GEN is shown in figure 6 and

his main missions are presented in figure 7.
RENEL present installed electrical capacity is 20528 MW

and is comprised of 3 types of generation as below:
- 5700 MW hydro
- 6204 MW oil & gases
- 8624 MW coal
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The Cernavoda Project was run under direction of several
Ministries from its initial stages, back in 1979 until 1990 when
R E N E L was created and from August 1991 by the AECL/ANSALDO
Consortium ( A A C ).

The main technical support of inside the Country were:
* different institutions reporting to RENEL for design
and research,

* construction companies, most of tnem created to meet
project requirements,

* manufacturing companies
All these companies were state owned as a consequence

of political orientation taken by Romanian Government more than
40 years ago.

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited ( AECL ) , a Canadian
Crown Corporation, acted as technical assistant for the Nuclear
Steam Plant of the Project. In addition to that, technological
transfer agreements were signed for the design and manufacturing
of key nuclear systems and components.

ANSALDO, a Society from the national IRI ( Instituto
per la Riconstruzione Industriale } Group in Italy, acted as a
technical assistant for the conventional systems in the turbine
generator building.

General Electric from United States acted as a technical
assistant for the turbine generator design, manufacturing and
installation. A technological transfer agreement was signed with
a major Romanian manufacturer ( IMGB ) for producing locally
approximately 35% of the turbine generator components.

At the end of 1990, the discussions for a significant
Project restructuring started and RENEL signed a contract with
a Consortium formed by AECL and ANSALDO. The main scope of this
contract is the provision of all resourses, services, equipment,
tcrls, materials and supplies required for completion of Unit 1.

The management and control of all work associated with
Unit 1, including operating the unit for a period of 18 months
and the verification and rectification of civil work already corn-
pleated in Unit 2.

The contract entails extensive management functions,
engineering management and services, construction management and
services, construction and engineeiring status verification and
commissioning, operations and training management and services.

The AECL/ANSALDO Consortium ( AAC ) officially commenced
its activities at the Cernavoda Site in August 1991 and as per
the Contract, RENEL delegated to AAC all management functions.

The financial aspects for the work required in Unit 1
was solved by means of a Canadian loan ( 300 Million CD$ ), an
Italian loan ( 175 Billion Lire ) and a Romanian contribution
( 95 Billion Lei at 1991 course ).

The organization set up by AAC to perform the Project
management tasks is composed of:

* Project Director
* Deputy Project Director
* 5 Line Managers: - Eng./ Quality Surveillance

- Construction
- Services
- Commissioning
- Station Operation



* 4 Staff Managers: -Planning & Scheduling
-Quality Assurance
-Industrial Safety
-Training

The AAC staff is composed of Expatriate personnel from
Canada ( AECL ) and Italy ( ANSALDO ) which is drawn from a wide
background of international project management and nuclear expe-
rience. Presently the Project Management Team (PMT) established
by AAC is composed by 170 Expatriates (120 Canadians and 50 Ita-
lians) and 310 Romanians. A peak of 400 Expatriates and 350 Ro-
manians personnel is expected. See figures 8, 9 and 10 for an
better understanding of the Cernavoda Project organization.

Romanian staff covers the following positions:
* "Deputy" or "Assistant to", for supervisory functions
* Operative technical positions , mainly engineers
* Administrative, secretarial, and auxiliary positions

It is intended that the Senior Romanian personnel in the
supervisory functions and the technical personnel attached to the
Project follow intensive on-the-job-training through exposure to
project activities developed by the foreign counterpart.

The transfer from the Commissioing phase to the Operating
phase will result in an organization as shown in the figure 11.

Station organization chart for direct operating personnel
is presented in the figure 12.

The operations for the first 18 months following critica-
lity will be the responsability of AAC organization. All managers
and suervisors ( including Shift Supervisors and Control Room
and Field Senior Operators ) will be Expatriates with extensive
nuclear plant experience. Each will have a Romanian deputy ( or
counterpart ), so that he development process will be continue.

The governing documents will be based on the documents
used to manage Point Lepreau CANDU 6 Plant ( Canada ).

The agency that regulates the Project nuclear aspects is
the National Commission for Nuclear Activities Control C.N.C.A.N.
( Comisia NapionalS pentru Controlul ActivitSçilor Nucleare )

3. TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION

3.1. TRAINING CONCEPT

3.1.1 Introduction

In the case of the first nuclear plant in the country,
which is the case of Cernavoda NPP, the establishment of an own
training concept must take into consideration the educational
system and the industrial development stage of the country ,
also must be based on experience of the countries with deve-
loped nuclear program.

For Cernavoda NPP, the training concept is based mainly
on the training systems established in the other CANDU utilities.
This thing permits an easy integration of the off-shore training
opportunities with the domestic program.

General international guidance that has been developed
and published by I.A.E.A. on the subject area of the training and
qualification and technical assistance ( in the form of experts



missions,training courses.scientific visits ) , provided on the
same subject area.have been very useful also in establishment an
approach to training and qualification of the Cernavoda NPP per-
sonnel .

The Systematic Approach to Training , recomended by
I.A.E.A. - TECDOC-525 , has been started to gradualy incorporate
to the curent available training programs.

3.1.2 Training approach description

The training process at Cernavoda NPP started years ago,
but it was affected by the large delays in the construction works
and by the changes in the Project organization.

Therefore, the Cernavoda training programs have undergone
some changes, but the training concept established for the first
time, has remained mainly the same.

First off all, we tried to establish the organization
of the station, which defines the jobs of various work groups
within the station,and permits to determine the Job Qualification
Requirements ( technical and non-technical knowledge and skills
necessary to perform the functions associated with the job ) and
the Personnel Structure from point of view of the Qualification
Prerequisites ( educational background and entry level of know-
ledge and skills )

For the establishment of the Cernavoda station organi-
zation, we had two options:

1) - to use a Canadian model as such
2) - to use a Canadian model,but adapted to the condi-

tions from our country regarding the interrelationship between
the educational system and the structure of personnel within our
energetical system where we have very specialized crafts like:

* thermal systems operator ( i.e. turbine operator,
boyler operator )

* hydro systems operator
* chemical operator
* electrical operator
* electrical maintainer
* electrical systems I&C maintainer
* thermo-mechanical systems I&C maintainer

At the begining we have adopted the second option and
therefore, we developed training programs , in consequence.

The structure of Cernavoda NPP personnel established in
this variant and the operating personnel cathegories are shown
in the Appendix 1.

The following job qualification prerequisites have been
established for the staffing of Cernavoda NPP personnel:

- for the positions of Shift Supervisor , Control Room
Senior Operator , Field Senior Operator and F/H Senior Operator,
candidates to be engineers ( Polytechnical University graduated)

- for the position of Second Operator , to be foremen
& technicians ( technical / foremen schools with industrial
experience )

- for the position of Field Operator and Skilled Worker
to be high school graduated

- for the position of Mechanical Msintainer could be
vocational schools graduated



For all positions is preferably to have a certain expe-
rience in conventional plants or in high technology process
industry. The knowledge of the English is also desirable but the
plant organises English courses for new employees. Age, health,
phsycological features are observed when a person is hired for
NPP operations.

Taking into acount the Job Qualification Requirements and
Prerequisites, the next steps in the training approach were:

-development of the training objectives to meet
requirements

-design and development of the appropiate training
programs, in accordance with the objectivs

-implementation of the training programs

According with the taining concept established in this
way , the Cernavoda NPP personnel training is done in two phases:

* Phase I - Initial training comprising :

- General training
- Specific training

* Phase II - Continuing training ( Refresher training )

By the initial training is achieved establishing of the
competence required for the NPP operating personnel.

By the continuing training is achieved maintaining and
improvement of the operating personnel competence.

Phase I comprises 4 stages (we have called them NODULES)
The content and duration of each Module are different

depending on personnel cathegories.
The training course manuals and training programs were

developed on four levels such as :

* Level 1 - for operating personnel which must be

lincensed by the Regulatory Body

* Level 2 - for engineers and physicists

* Level 3 - specific items for a restricted number of
jobs

* Level 4 - for technicians, foremen and skilled workers

The levels vary in depth and knowledge, »responding to
job requirements for each main personnel cathegories.

For the general employees, Phase I is a "short duration"
training consisting in :

- Orientation course
- Safety culture
- Conventional safety
- Basic radioprotection training
- Administrative skills
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The content of the each Module is presented in the
Appendinx 2.

The training objectives of the each Module are presented
in the Appendix 3.

Module I and II training is a formal general training and
are delivered, mostly, at the "Cernavoda Nuclear Training Center"
( actually, it is temporary located in a provisional building )

But, some of the trainees .during the time, were trained
in cooperation with other organizations :

- engineers at Polytechnical University of Bucharest for
Nuclear Technology from Module I and in cooperation
with the Institute for Power Studies & Design Bucharest
for Module II training

- foremen and technicians at the RENEL Vocational
Training Center for Module I and II training

For the future, the intention is to arrange all the
courses at Cernavoda NTC own qualified instructors ;
if necessary, instructors from off-site organizations will be
invited ( from Polytechnical University, or design and research
institutes ) .

In the Appendix 4 is presented the content and general
duration for Module I and II training.

Module III is a specific training ( both theoretical and
practical } and mainly consists of :

* on-the-job training and skills assessment
* work experience and supervisory assessment

This Module is the last part of the training program for
unlincensed personnel, when the program is finished each person
will be examined in order to get an internal authorization.

Module IV consist of theoretical and practical training
for the examination for Regulatory Body authorization of the
shift supervisors .control room and field senior operators.

The curent requirements for lincesing of the operating
personnel by the Romanian Regulatory Body ( CNCAN ) are presented
in the Appendinx 5.

Assessment of of trainee performance ( including written
examinations, oral questioning and performance demonstrations )
and training records system have been established.

Taking account of our case of "the first nuclear plant"
we have decided that personnel occupying key-positions to
receive off-shore specific training, as part of the Module III
training, in CANDU NPP's in operation. Thus, 25 persons have been
trained in Canada and Argentina, until 1991.

In accordance with the contract signed by RENEL with AAC
in august 1991, off-shore training in operating CANDU NPP (mainly
Point-Lepreau NPP ) is provided for 93 persons occupying key-
position at the station. It lasts 4-24 months,depending on the
position and epresent a total amount of 6300 man-week of training

See Appendix 6 for details.
By the end of 1993, all 93 persons will finish their

off-shore training and their training program will be continued
with appropriate on-the-job training , co-piloting Canadians
professionals who will perform the commissioning and the initial
operation of the Unit 1.



For maintenance personnel it is forseen to provided
training stages at the manufactures of nuclear equipment, in the
case when the fabrication of significant nuclear products is
being performed during the training program.
After 1991 taking benefit from the legislationchanges in our
country , we have decided to adopte Point-Lepreau NPP organiza-
tion chart for Cernavoda NPP Operations, and in consequence their
training model.

The new major work groups within the the station have
been defined ,and corresponding training requirements matrix and
training programs have been revised. See figures 1 and 2 of the
Appendix 7 , a recent Cernavoda reference document which
describes the content , the philosophy and minimum training
requirements.

'I

3.2.EXISTING TRAINING CENTER/TRAINING CAPACITIES DESCRIPTION'

3.2.1. Training Center

Organizational Dependency :
The Training Center is a department of the NPP Cernavoda. It

is reporting to the Training Manager of the station. The training
policy, at the utility level is established by :

- RENEL's " Management. H u m a n Resources I>ivis>ioh

- RENEL's Nuclear Power Group's " Management. Htxtvian Resources
Department".

The training center receives directives and orientations from
the Division and Department metionpd above.

Location :
Cernavoda. near the station. Actually, it is temporary located

in a provisional building. Its dedicated building is under
construction : the estimated data for accomplishment is Sept.1994

Mission :
To provide initial training through courses organized at the

center or thrpugh cooperation with off-site organizations ( mainly
Canadian partners ), to cooperate with the Regulatory body for the
Personnel Licensing Program, to provide in the future periodical
(refreshment) training.

Surface /Area

In the provisional location S60 sq.m.:
250 sq.m. - class rooms
90 sq.m. - laboratories on electronics and radiation prot.
150 sq.m. - library
70 sq.m. - offices, secretariate, xerox
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For the final buiding (as per design)
general dimensions : 88,

classrooms : 450 sq.m.
shops : 720 sq.m.
laboratories: 546 sq.m.
library : 420 sq.m.
management offices:220 sq.m.
instructors office:100 sq.m.

5 x 43 m ; 2 floors
conference room: 324 sq.m.
video & audio techniques:100 sq.m.
full scope simulator:540 sq.m.
microsimulators: 110 sq.m.
cafetaria 216 sq.m.
exhibition : 140 sq.m.

Training Tools
Simulators

Mock-ups

Laboratories

Full scope : not provided yet (in fabrication)
Basic principles : not provided yet (design is

going on for microsimulators)
exist ing:

- general lay out the station
- reactor buiding
- Heat Transport System
existing:
- electronics and instrumentation ( for other
fields, training is performed in the
station's laboratories)

-radiation protection
-audio laboratory for studying foreign
languages ( English)

The existing laboratory equipment in the
training center is rather poor; new devices
have to be procured.

Computer assisted training : not provided
Video Slides Projector : provided
Transparances Projector : provided
Videoplayer and monitor

Training Material Development
Word and Training Processors- there are provided word

processors(2) and copying machines.
Videotape Production Laboratories : not provided, but included

in the design of the future training center:
at the present time, we use station's
video devices ( camera and monitor ).

Training Manuals :
A well structured system of manuals was developed for
different levels of training. There are four levels,
depending on the initial requirements and the amount of
information to be transfered. The system is similar to •
that, used by Canadian utilities (Ontario Hydro and New
Brunswick Power). It includes : Science Fundamentals and
CANDU Systems.

N *

Training Personal
Oragnization

- management
- instructors

Actual
1
8

fi



- development and
maintenance of training
tools 3

- administrative support 2

Simulator (future)

Caracteristics :

Type : Full scope
Scope : full replica of Cernavoda Unit 1 Main

Control Room (control panels, operator desk, interface, process
control computers, simulation computer system, instructor station
with dedicated functions, power systems).

Data of service :*(Phase 1- Nov.1994 :
Phase 2- Aug.1996)*

Sel 1er : CAE - Canada

Phase I - Cernavoda Unit 1 Control Room Panels driven by
NPP Point Lepreau simulator software.
Phase 2 - Updating the Phase 1 Simulator, based on
operating data of Cernavoda Unit 1.

Maintenance :
configuration management - for the time being, it is
forseen to be accomplished with supplier's assistance,
during Phase 2: further on . the provisions of ANSI 3.5
and CAE recomendations will be observed.

Simulator support :
Organization :

Number of persons 6
Hardware .maintenance 2
Software maintenance 2

An off-site group of specialists from the RENEL
design institut for simulator support ,as well.

Ocupation

Number of units using the simulator
from 1995
from 1998
after 2000

1 unit.
2 units (similar)
possible 5 units (similar)

i

Simulator session duration : 4 hours

TRAINING ON SIMULATOR SCOPE
(as planned for the future simulator)

Licensed Personal Simulator Training
- Number of Shifts per plant : 6
- Licensed personal per shift:

1 person per station (station shift supervisor)
3 persons per unit (shift supervisor, first



operator, senior field operator)
- Number of Simulator hours:

- in initial training
- in requalification
- in retraining

(per shift/year)

180 hrs(9 weeks)
80 hrs(4.weeks)
40 hrs(2 weeks)

Other Personal Simulator Training
- Engineering Support : training at FSS is not planned,

but they will use FSS for checking the procedures.
- I&E, Control Supervisors : not planned
- Mid Level responsables : not planned ;: some of them

will be trained on microsimulators ( basic principles
simulators).

. OTHER ASPECTS

.I. Capabi1ities.
- We estimate that our Full Scope Simulator (for CANDU

6oo unit) will be available for the training of olherr stations
personnel 1, till all 5 units of NPP Cernavoda will be commissioned
(about 2005)

- We believe that our design professionals could provide
microsimulators ( basic principles simulators) to other utilities,
adapting the software to the specific feature of the nuclear unit
(PWR or WER )

.2. Financial support received to develop the training
center/tools.

- A part of the loan (CDN S 16.500.00) accorded by
Canadian banks for completion of NPP Unit 1 is used for the
procurement of the full scope simulator.

- Technical assistance for designing and developing the
nuclear training center is supplied by TECNATOM SA (Spain) under a
contract sponsored by IAEA and the Spanish Government ( 1993-1995
US $ 300,000)

'1
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The Nuclear Power Group of RENEL has the following main

missions:

1. Establish the nuclear power program in accordance with

RENEL and national power system requirements, •

2. Management of planning, design,construction, commisio-

ning and licency of NPP and nuclear objectives.

3. Assures the economic and efficient operation of NPP

of RE^EL In accordance with nuclear safety requirements.

4. Coordinates the research and developement programs

related to nuclear field.

5. Produce the qualified nuclear fuel for CANDU 6 nuclear

reactor.

6. Participate to the elaboration of standards,

regulation and guides for nuclear field.

7. Provide public information related to nuclear field.

8. Represent RENEL in the International cooperation for

using nuclear power in peaceful 1 purposes.

Fia. 7.
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Appendix 1
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STRUCTURE OF CERNAVODA NPP PERSONNEL
FROM POINT OF VIEW OF TRAINING REQUIERMENTS

* A. Engineers & Physicists ( Universities graduated )

personnel
personnel

* Technical unit personnel
* Maintenance personnel

* Management
* Operating

B. Foremen S Technicians ( Technical schools with industrial
experience graduated )

* Operating
* Technical

personnel
unit supporting personnel

Maintenance personnel

C. Skilled workers ( High schools with industrial
experience graduated )

Operators
Electrical
Electrical

Maintainers
Systems I & C Maintainers

Technological Systems I & C Maintainers
Mechanical Maintainers

( may be vocational schools graduated )
* Chemical Labsmen
* Dosimetry Operators

* D. General employees

* Administrative personnel
* General services personnel

\
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CERNAVODA N.P.P
OPERATING PERSONNEL

A. Engineers

* Plant Shift Supervisor
* Unit Shift Supervisor
* Control Room Senior Operator
* Field Senior Operator
* F/H Control Room Operator
* Radioprotection Unit Shift Supervisor

* B. Foremen & Technicians

* Unit Second Operator
* F/H Systems Second Operator

Common Services Operators:
- Chemical Shift Cheef
- Electrical Shift Cheef
- Hydro+Aux.Steam Plant Shift Cheef

C. Skilled workers

* Nuclear Systems Operators
* Conventional Systems Operators

( Turbine-generator & auxiliaries )
* Common services operators:

- Electrical Systems Operator
- Hydro Systems Operator
- Water Tratament Plant Operator
- Auxiliary Steam Plant Operator

* Dosimetry Operator
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Appendix 2

FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE
FOR CERNAVODA NPP TRAINING PROGRAMS

* PHASE I - INITIAL TRAINING

* MODULE I - BASIC TRAINING

Station orientation
Science fundamentals
Equipment & systems principles
Basic radiation protection
Basic work & fire protection
Basic skills training

* MODULE II - BASIC STATION SYSTEMS TRAINING

* Theoretical ( classroom lessons )
* Practical ( on-site field tours )

* MODULE III - SPECIFIC TRAINING

On-the-job training
- work assignments
- field chek-outs
- commissioning participation
- operation & maintenance procedures

( study and preparation )
- co-piloting

Practice in conventional plants
Practice in nuclear utilities

{ operating CANDU type NPP's )
Advanced Station Systems training

- supervised self study
- classroom lessons

Specific radiation protection training
Specific work & fire protection training
Simulator training
Participation in training forms {IAEA/other org. )

\

* MODULE IV - LICENSING TRAINING

* Regulatory exams preparation
* Practice in an operational NPP
* Simulator training
* Co-piloting

* PRASE II - CONTINUING TRAINING { REFRESHER TRAINING )

* Classroom lessons
* Case-studies
* Laboratory / workshops
* Simulator training
* On-the job training and in plant drills
* Participation in (IAEA/other org.) training forms
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Training objectives

»Module I.

• So provide to all operations and maintenancs personnel

the lunâasentol knowledge sacesary to achieve a gond anders tan

ding of the systems, equipment and their integrated operations

- îo provide to all nuclear power plant personnel

fundamsntei üao«ledge in Radioprotection au f/ork Protection Code

- To provide to all maintenance and operations staff

fundamental knowledge and basic practical skills for their

specific jobs

« Module II.

- To ensure all personnel to become familiar with :

- the equipments, their functions, their location and

the nain parameters.

- Safety and reliability of the nuclear power plant
cperetion.

- Potential hazards associated with, plant operation.

* Module III

'1

- To provide to al l personnel fundamental icnowledge an>
practical s i i i l l s necesury to fu l f i l their operation and
isaintenanco duties with the ra&xinum efficiency and safety
such as :

- ensuring tc operation personnel, of ell categories,

nec3Bary îmov/ledge and skills according to their specific jobs,

for a correct operation of the plant systems,during start- up,

shut-down, stable or transient operation in accordance with

approved operating procedures and instructions.

- «lUiuring to the operation personnel the capability

to cinalize the different causes of the abnormal plant /

system operation and the capability to establishe

n&cesary corective actiones, in accordance with their

specific jobs responsibilities.
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- ensuring to operation personnel the capability to take

rsitid sjiz correct actions în case of incident or accident

in order to liuit as much as possible the negative

consequences of such situations,

- ensuring to the maintenance personnel fundamental

hnosvledge and practical aJa_Lls necessary to perform their

specific jobs according with the 3A and safety standards

of any planed or accidentel maintenance work at plant

systems and equipments.

- ensuring to «the technical unit personnel fundamental

knowledge necessary to analize the plant systems and

equipment operetion, as well as to establisho appropriate

teciinicel solutions for incrising effectivnes and safety (

the plarit operation.

- ensuring to all plai»t personnel a good imowledge regarding

Kedioprotection and Work protection code» according to

t:-.eir s;.eciiic Jobs, in order to essuie safe oondition i.

?erforr.ir-3 cay work.

»Module IV

To provide to the operating personnel, required to be licensed

the necessary knowledge to täte the esaios, according to license

level for the specific jobs, so that to prove their capability in

any operation or maintenance activities.

To provide to the operation personnel the necesary

knowledge to analize any plant operating conditions through the

study« on the simulator of the normal or abnormal state of

operation which night occur.

'Refresher training

To provide to the opsration and maintenance personnel the

refreshing of the theoretical and practical Knowledge

regarding to :

~ the modifications of the operating manuals and brocedttres

- the operator actions during the abnormal operating

state or in case of predictible Incidents or accidents
an
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START

Module I - General Training

Stage I

Science fundamentals

1.Mathematics
2.Mechanics
3.Fluid Mechanics
4.Chemistry
5. Thermodynamics
6.Electricity and Electro-

nics
7.Nuclear theory
O.Materials
9.Quality Assurance
<0. English

6 weeks

Stage IJ

Equipment S Systems principels

1.Mechanical equipment
2.Electrical equipment
3.Instrumentation equipment
4.Logic and computers
5.Site,Buildings and Structures
6.Reactor,Boilers and Auxiliaries
7.Turbine,generator and Aux.(s)
0.Electrical Systems
9.1 & C Systems :'
10.Common Services
11. Heavy water management
12. English.

8 weeks

4- Stage III

R.P.T. & Work Protecti

1.Radiation Protection
2.Mechanical Protection
3.Thermal Protection
4.Chemical Protection
5.Electrical Protection
6.First Aid
7.Fire Protection

8. English

6 weeks

rINISH 1

0

I :
Y H1 <
B <
• t

11

START

Module II - Station Systems Training
4 • •

Class

Nuclear

room and

5 weeks

Systems

site presentation

t

0

Class

.O.P. Systems

room and site

3 weeks

presentation »FINISH
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FOR LICEIGIlfO OB OPERAIIBQ

PERSOHKEL BY OTCAT

Here In i s a short presentation of the roumaniaa regulations
for the authorisation of thé operating personnel for Unclear
Research Reaotors end Nuclear Power Plants. These regulations
were Issued in 1975 based on the U.S.A. regulations.

OPSRATIKQ PERSOHHBL LICENCING
OPERATOR - the person who operates the r e a c t i v i t y mechanisms
SSKIOR OPERATOR - any person responsible f o r c sa fe ty operat ion

of the nuclear plant 1 Any person from the
H.P.P. «ho oan order aoording with h i s job
responsabilities, to operate the reactivity
mechanisms i s considered G "senior operator".

The both positions ere to be linonced by CI1C£E.
A&y other position can be licenced by the owner.
The licence i s issued for 2 years. '

For entering the lioencing examination the follor.ln^
documents must be sent to CHCAMJ

- a personal written request of the candidate;
- a v/rittea request issued by I'WP

Iiicencins requireoents:
a) - physical and psychological state of the candidate» must

comply vsith dob require^ments to provide a saf ot;/ i>l:ir>t
operation.

b) - candidate^ education nust bet
- university level (engineer, physicist) for

senior-operator;
- university level (engineer, physicist, subsivsiüciurjt

technician, forreroan for operator.
c) - Field experience in the nuclear power plant (or in sic&lor

nuclear instalationa) must be at least t
» 6 month for the operator
- 10 month for the senior-operator

d) - the candidate oust pass the Britten ezscination and
practical examination«
She content of the written examination for an operator}
eu. Baokgrouad knowledge In reaotors
b. Reactor components
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o. Construction details of the PiET
d« Auxiliary sietems
o. Reaotor operation« The effects of temperature ana

pressure on roaotor reactivity* .
£. Reactivity mechanisms (layout» construction, function)
g. SD3-B (layout» construction» instrumentation)
h. Standby end Saergenoy Sistems (components» funotion)
1« She design characteristics regarding the protection»

isolation end accès control
j. Reactor normal operation», Abnoraal incidents
k. Radiation control system
1« Radiation protection principles and procedures.

SKIOTEJJ EXA1A FOR SEBIOR
In edition of questions for operator the

examination for an senior-operator \sill contain questions about
the following!

a« She requirements of the IJ.P.P, authorisation«
b. She linits and technical specifications of tho plant

operation.
c. She ovmer procedure for changes in either plant.', design

and plant operation.
Iradiation hazard that could occur durind plant
operation and maintenance«
Reactor theory, including details about fission,
neutron multiplication, etc. )

f. Specific characteristics of reactor operation
including coolant chemistry as well as tho causée r»nfl
the effects of présure, température and reactivity
changes

g« Procedures and restrictions related to first fueling,
changes in core geometry bars calibration and their
effeot on the roactto reactivity

h. fools end procedures for fresh fuel and spent fuel

d.

e.

1« Procedures an evailable équipement for radioactive
materials handling.

\
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PEAOEICAI EXAtllEATIOH
(operator and senior operator)

She candidate has to demonstrate that he understood:
a. Preliminary methods of start-up the reactor (the

candidate oust understand hoi» «the équipements could
change the reaotor reactivity)

b. She reactivity mechanisms operation to bring the reaotor
from shut-down state to fu l l power

c. The source and the manning of the pressure signal
d. I & C Sistems
e. Operation characteristics of the instalations
f • Reactor operation under normal end abnormal conditions
S. Auxiliary s i stem operation (those vzhich could change the

reactor reactivity
h. Heat-removal systems (primary and standby coolants) as

wall as the check of their proper response to control
signals*
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CERNA VODA NUCLEAR POWER PROJECT

TRAINING OF OPERATIONS STAFF

TRAINING POSITIONS 7 July 1991

GROUP A: SHIFT SENIOR OPERATORS

Operations Superintendent - ' 1
Shift Supervisors 8
Control Room First Operators 8

Field First Operators 8

Total 25

GROUP B: SECOND OPERATORS 20 •

GROUP C: FUEL HANDLING
F/H Supervisor 1
F/H Technical Engineers (Mech) . 1
F/H Technical Engineer (C&I) 1
F/H First Operators 6
F/H Sr. Mechanical Maintainer 1
F/H Sr. EI&C Maintainer 1

Total . 11

GROUP D: TECHNICAL AND MAINTENANCE STAFF

Technical Superintendent (Mech)
Technical Superintendent (EI&C)
Technical Superintendent (S&C)
Planning Superintendent
QA Superintendent
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer
Sr. Maintainers (Mechanical)
C&I Maintenance Engineer
Sr. C&I Maintaine r
Technical Engineer (Computer H/ware)
Technical Engineer (Computer S/ware)
Technical Engineer (C&I) .

Shutdown Systems
• - Reactor Regulating System

Radiation & Neutronics Inst
Generic Instrumentation

Technical Engineers (Process Mech)
Heat Transport Systems
Moderator Systems

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
2

(4 instead of 2 listed)
1
1
1
1

(5 instead of 4 listed)
1
1)
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- ECC/Containment Systems 1
- Boiler Heat Sink & Misc.

Fuel Cooling . 1
- Heavy Water Mgt. Systems 1

Technical Engineer (Elect. Systems) 1
Reactor Si> f ety Engineer " 1
Reliability Engineer . 1
Reactor Physicist 2
Chemistry Control Engineer " 1
Nuclear Materials Mgt. Engineer 1
Radiation Protection Engineer 1
Training Engineer 1

Total 33

GROUP E: MANAGEMENT

Station Manager 1

Production Manager : 1
Technical Manager ' 1

Training Manager ' 1

Total - 4

GRAND TOTAL

(none listed)

(instead of 1 listed)

93 (instead of 90 listed)

ADJUSTMENTS MADE TO AECL LIST:

Deleted Unit o Suptd. -1
Deleted F/H Maint. Engrs in lieu of Tech. Engrs -2
Added F/H Supervisor +1
Added Technical Engineer (Elect.) . +1
Added Two Technical Engineers (C&I),4 instead of 2 +2
Added One Technical Engineer (Mech),5 instead of 4 +1
Added one Reactor Physicist, 2 instead of 1 +1

Net Change

}
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